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STYLISH HOLOPHANE ESTILO LUMINAIRES FURNISH WARM LIGHT,
EUROPEAN FLAIR FOR ROADWAYS
Fixtures are designed for longevity and easy maintenance
GRANVILLE, OH (3/15/11) – European styled Estilo roadway luminaires from
Holophane ensure long life and a warm white light for urban areas and infrastructures.
Designed for use with CosmoPolis™ lamps, the fixtures offer better system efficacies
and lumen maintenance than traditional white light sources, and excellent energy
savings.
New Estilo luminaires are available with flat glass or sag glass optics to provide IES
Type I and II with full cutoff, cutoff and semi-cutoff distributions. They may be used with
60-, 90- and 140-watt CosmoWhite lamps, which offer a color rendering index of 65 to
70 on average.
The fixtures include a new electronic ballast specifically designed for outdoor use that is
fully potted to protect components against moisture and dust. With built-in surge
protection, the ballast is offered with LumiStep dimming options, which seamlessly
integrate dimming capabilities without additional equipment. Fixtures may be ordered
with 6-, 8- or 10-hour dimming, or no dimming.
Easy installation, maintenance
Estilo luminaires’ universal mount system provides both tenon and arm mounting
options, eliminating the need to carry multiple fixtures for a specific project. A pre-wired
terminal block allows for quick power connections, and tooless entry simplifies
maintenance by providing access to the ballast and optical assembly. Once the latch is
disengaged, the canopy is lifted up for service.
“Crews no longer need to handle cumbersome door assemblies during routine
maintenance, which improves their safety and efficiency,” said Chris Hutras, Holophane
product manager.
Color options for many applications
A variety of housing colors allow Estilo luminaires to complement their surroundings,
with fixtures available in dark blue, black, brown metallic, bronze, graphite, green, gray,
white and as specified.
New Estilo roadway luminaires are CSA listed for wet locations, with IP66 optics and
IP44 housing. Suggested applications include municipal streets and public roadways,
residential areas, campuses, military bases, industrial parks, hotels and resorts,
municipal parks and recreation centers.

About Holophane
Headquartered in Granville, Holophane has been the leader in lighting solutions for 110 years.
An Acuity Brands Company, Holophane provides energy efficient lighting systems for a range of
commercial, industrial and outdoor applications. For more information, visit
www.holophane.com.
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